Computer-aided design (CAD) tools are vital to the modern product commercialization process. CAD models and modeling activities are evaluated for various industrial, educational, and research purposes. However, there are no standard objective complexity metrics to use when evaluating these models or modeling procedures. Researchers and educators are often forced to use ad hoc quantities to normalize or account for CAD component variability. This work uses both quantitative and qualitative subjective assessments of CAD model complexity to evaluate objective geometric complexity metrics for CAD. These geometric complexity metrics are then compared to CAD model attributes related to CAD model complexity and modeling procedures. Modeling procedure includes the amount of time spent engaging in particular modeling activities. Curved and irregular surfaces are deemed difficult to model. Subjective quantitative assessments are found to be significantly correlated with objective geometric complexity metrics. Certain geometric complexity metrics are found to be related to computational processing time. Geometric metrics normalized by the number of features in a component are found to be significantly negatively correlated with modeling time. These results provide evidence of the relationship between the use of fewer features and modeling efficiency for components of a given complexity.
Introduction
Computer-aided design (CAD) tools are vital to the modern product development and commercialization process. As some companies move towards a model based enterprise (MBE); their role becomes more critical. In the MBE, the CAD model is at the nexus of design and development activities; various professionals in the MBE will access the digital representation of the part to complete numerous tasks (e.g., finite element analysis or computeraided manufacturing) [18] . CAD assists in improving the development process through virtual development [4] . The combination of these various computer-aided design tools is known as CAx and has become an integral part of product commercialization [15] . This requires the ability to share data across the enterprise [25] . Given the role of the CAD model in the development process, it is important to understand how various aspects of the model may impact its use in some of these tasks. One important aspect of CAD models that impacts numerous functions is the complexity of the model or component. There is no standard objective complexity metric used to assess a component in CAD [1] . An objective assessment of CAD model complexity can be useful in assessing case studies, evaluating the results of experiments, or evaluating student projects [36] . Braha and Maimon [6] also note the importance of these metrics for research and practical purposes. Camba, et al. [9] examine the ease of alteration for alternative modeling strategies; this is done for models with varying complexity. The complexity of a component can affect numerous aspects of the design process as well as particular engineering activities. It should be noted that while geometric complexity and CAD model complexity are likely highly related, they are not the same. As defined here, geometric complexity refers to the overall geometric complexity of a component. CAD model complexity refers to the complexity of the CAD model used to represent the component and incorporates the features and the relationships among those features. As an example, a cube could be created from the intersection or combination of numerous interrelated complex features in a CAD model. In this unlikely and stylized example, there would be a divergence between the geometric complexity (simple cube) and the CAD model complexity (numerous complex features). Given the likely relationship, it is important to understand geometric complexity and its effects on model complexity and modeling procedure.
Several authors have noted the likely effects of CAD model complexity. Amadori, et al. [1] note there is no widely accepted metric for CAD model complexity; however, in their experience increased CAD model complexity results in less model robustness and flexibility. Bodein, et al. [3] also report that complex models can make it difficult to determine design intent or alter CAD models. Bodein et al., [4] highlight the role of part complexity on various stages of model alteration; in their analysis complexity is captured by using the number of surfaces of the modeled component. In this case they are using geometric complexity as a proxy for CAD model complexity. Salehi and McMahon [34] also discuss the need to reduce model complexity to allow the reuse potential of product lifecycle management (PLM) systems to be used to their fullest.
Another area where geometric complexity can have a significant impact on time and cost is in finite element analyses (FEA) [39] . One of the most time consuming aspects of FEA is the generation of the mesh required for the analysis. White et al. [38] develop a meshing complexity metric based on the number of surfaces, edges, and the "sweepable" nature of the component. Osada, et al. [31] propose developing a probability distribution of 3D shapes to evaluate how dissimilar the shape under consideration is to evaluate its complexity.
In addition to the direct quantifiable aspects of complexity that can be easily related to manufacturing or analysis, complexity can also affect the design process. Understanding how geomteric complexity affects model complexity and design processes can allow for both a better understanding and assessment of the CAD modelling process. In Hamade, et al. [24] , design skill is measured as using fewer features to create given geometry; a geometric complexity metric could help normalize this assessment. Another assessment example could evaluate the alteration time for models and if that is more dependent on geometric or CAD model complexity; this would be an extension of Camba et al., [9] . These assessments could be taken into account when assessing development timelines. General metrics of component and/or CAD model complexity might also be used to evaluate the number of design annotations necessary to explain it or the quality assurance plan necessary to evaluate it. As opposed to a purely quantitative assessment of component complexity, any valid measure should also be well correlated to the subjective assessment of complexity by CAx tool users. To evaluate the relationship among objective metrics, subjective assessments, model attributes, and modeling procedures, the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, previous work in this area is detailed. Next, the methods are presented; these are followed by results and the discussion. Finally, limitations, future work, and conclusions are detailed. Rossignac [33] identifies five types of complexity related to 3D CAx type components: algebraic, topological, morphological, combinatorial, and representational. Algebraic complexity is related to the complexity of the polynomials required to represent the component. Topological complexity refers to the non-regular and internal complexity (e.g., self-intersections) of a component. Morphological complexity is related to feature size and "smoothness"; those components having more and smaller features would be deemed more complex. Combinatorial complexity refers to the number of vertices in a polynomial mesh. Representation complexity is a measure of data structure and file size. These types of complexity are informed by both the design intent as well as its geometric representation of the component. Design intent can be defined as the way in which design decisions influence the way in which the final CAD model representation is formed [14] ; this also includes any constraints imposed on the design [7] . As mentioned previously, CAD model complexity and geometric complexity are related, but not the same.
Previous work

Design and CAD model complexity
There are several complexity metrics with respect to design. In Axiomatic Design, Suh [35] defines complexity as the uncertainty in meeting the functional requirements. Given the main functional requirement of a CAD model is to convey the design intent, a CAD-specific version of this complexity metric would be the uncertainty in conveying that design intent. Bhaskara [2] notes that model complexity makes it difficult to understand design intent and proposes the use of the design structure matrix to reorganize features and make the model less complex. Summers and Shah [36] propose several alternative complexity metrics. Those related to CAD include: the amount of information required to describe something, the amount of effort required to design it, and the number of operations needed to solve the problem. The information analog could be related to metrics for geometric complexity. Camba et al., [9] note the number of features, dependencies, and leaf nodes as metrics of CAD component complexity. The amount of time required to create a CAD model has been reported and used as a metric for CAD modeling [17, 21, 24] and alteration [9, 26] quality. The number of operations is a proxy for the number of features or operations required to create a specific piece of CAD geometry. This work examines the relationships among these various types of complexity.
Geometric complexity metrics
Several researchers have used objective metrics of geometric complexity to assess components or assign some quantitative value to the complexity of a component for differentiation purposes. Bodein et al., [4] examine parts of various complexity based on the number of surfaces a component has (55 -low complexity; 369 -high complexity). Denkena et al., [16] also use the number of surfaces as a proxy for complexity, but in their case it is to determine die casting mold costs. Boothroyd, et al. [5] also use the number of surfaces to determine the complexity, and thus cost, of injection molding tools.
Another metric for geometric complexity is the number of stereolithography (STL) file triangles required to represent an object. Valentan et al., [37] used the number of triangles (and that number normalized by component envelope volume) along with expert opinions to evaluate complexity. This was done with a goal of determining the preferred manufacturing process. Rossignac [33] also discuss triangle meshes and associate the complexity of an object with the number of vertices.
Other geometric metrics include those based on a components area or volume, usually in relation to some other shape. Joshi and Ravi [27] evaluate a sphere volume related measure of complexity as well as an area related measure of complexity (along with other component metrics) to assess their relationship to the manufacturing costs of cast parts. They also propose the volume of a part as compared to the volume of its bounding box as a complexity metric. Chougule and Ravi [11] use a cube based volume ratio (and other component attributes) to also evaluate casting costs. While alternative metrics exist, two aspects are missing from the existing literature: 1) an assessment of these alternative metrics as an assessment of the geometric complexity of CAD models and 2) a comparison of these metrics to other aspects of complexity such as the number of feature or the effort required to create the CAD model. This work aims to address these gaps in the literature.
Methods
To assess the relationship among objective component complexity metrics, subjective complexity assessments, model attributes, and the time spent modeling, the following data collection and assessment methods were used. A set of 10 test components is used to solicit subjective assessments of complexity. A group of 47 experimental components is used to evaluate the relationship among objective metrics of complexity, model attributes, and modeling time.
Complexity survey, test components, and experimental components
To examine the relationship between objective geometric complexity metrics and subjective assessments of component complexity, a survey was presented to 169 students of varying expertise. This survey asked them to list the number of CAx courses they had taken; these included both traditional CAD courses as well as CAM or CAE courses. It then asked them: "what shapes do you think are difficult to model with respect to CAD" as a free response. Next the students were asked to evaluate 10 components based on their assessment of that component's geometric complexity; these 10 items used are shown in Figure 1 and consist of a range of simple, stylized, and actual manufactured components. This was done using a 5-point Likert [30] scale. The scale consisted of: 1-very simple; 2-simple; 3-moderate; 4-complex; and 5-very complex. It should be noted that the parts did not have titles when provided as part of the survey.
The experimental components were part of a project assessing CAD education practices. As part of that project, students were asked to bring a component from their home and model it in class. This modeling exercise occurred at the end of the semester after the students had received approximately 20 hours of CAD instruction and practice in a third year college course. Students were given a maximum of one hour and 15 minutes to model the component. Components modeled by 47 students over the course of several semesters comprise the experimental data. Examples of the experimental components (CAD models and photos) are shown in Figure 2 . All components (both test and experimental) were modeled in PTC Creo (or its predecessor Pro|Engineer).
Geometric complexity metrics
To evaluate the geometric complexity of the components several metrics were selected based on the existing literature. These consisted of: the number of surfaces, the number of triangles in the STL file (as well as normalized by part and bounding box volume), a part volume ratio, the cube area ratio, and the sphere area ratio. As noted in the literature [4, 9, 16] , the number of surfaces of a component can be a measure of its geometric complexity. To determine the number of component surfaces, the components were imported into AutoDesk Inventor Professional 2015; surfaces were calculated using the BIM Exchange Check Design feature. This tool returned the number of surfaces of the component as well as the length, width, and height of a box bounding the component. The sphere and cube test components were used to check the validity of the returned data.
The PTC Creo Parametric program's analysis tool was used to determine the surface area and volume of the components. This program was also used to create the STL files and determine the resultant number of triangle; the number of STL file triangles can be used as a metric of complexity [33, 37] ; The deviation control factors used consisted of a chord height of 0.002 cm and an angle of 0.5. The number of triangles was noted, and like Valentan et al., [37] the number of STL file triangles were normalized by the volume of a bounding box of the component.
Other calculated metrics of complexity are based on the geometry of the component; these take the form of a ratio defined by the component's area or volume as related to another shape. The volume ratio [27] is calculated as:
where V P is the volume of the component and V B is the volume of the bounding box of the component. The sphere ratio [27] is calculated as:
where A Sphere is the surface area of a sphere of equal volume to that of the component and A Part is the surface area of the component. The cube ratio [11] is calculated as:
where A Cube is the surface area of a cube of equal volume to that of the component and A Part is the surface area of the component.
Feature and model attribute data
The feature and model attribute data for the experimental components were calculated and tabulated using the methods detailed in the works of Diwakaran and Johnson [17, 26] . The quantities tabulated included those thought to be related to CAD model complexity; these included: the number of features in the model, the reference geometry in the model (e.g., datum planes or axes), and the number of mirror and pattern features necessary to replicate the necessary geometry. Another key attribute thought to be related to CAD model complexity would be feature complexity as defined by the number of sketch segments per revolve or extrusion feature. Sketches serve as the basis for geometry that is manipulated through features (e.g., extrusions or revolves) in most modern CAD tools. Therefore, the number of sketch segments is noted as a complexity proxy. The product of these segments per feature and the total number of features is defined as the total number of segments. It is also proposed that more complex models will be more difficult to properly constrain. This would lead to constraint errors, namely the number of incorrect feature termination (e.g., a hole extruded an excessive distance as opposed to a defined through hole) and the number of weak dimensions (those not explicitly defined by the user or constraints generated by the modeling software).
Time usage data
As noted above, the experimental component data are part of a larger project. As part of that project in addition to students bringing components into class to model, their modeling procedures were recorded using the screen capture software Camtasia. These videos were analyzed using a running log that tabulated which activity was taking place as the participant worked. Five distinct activities were catalogued: doing, searching, thinking, trial and error, and regeneration or waiting. Doing is defined as the participant engaging in productive modeling activities (e.g., creating a feature). Searching is defined as the participant trying to locate or assess how to use a particular aspect of the software; this is identified by non-productive cursor movement or clicks. Thinking is identified by a lack of cursor movement or panning (or rotating) without purpose. Trial and error encompasses the creation or a feature or some geometry and its subsequent deletion. Regeneration or waiting time is defined as the user waiting for the program to complete some process. Both the absolute time spent engaging in these activities as well as their percentages of the overall modeling time are tabulated. To examine the validity of the time usage categorizations, inter-rater reliability tests were used to examine the agreement of two raters using three sample videos. Results of these three samples are shown in Figure 3 . Representative examples of the item from home (Component 1), a model from a stylistic drawing (Component 2), and a model from a 3D printed part (Component 3) were analyzed. The time usage overlap coded for the same category was deemed as agreement. The Cohen Kappa [12, 20] was used to account for chance agreement. Kappa (k) shows the chance adjusted agreement and the maximum Kappa (k M ) takes into account the differing marginal ratings for the raters. The agreement between the raters (p 0 ), the agreement expected due to chance (p c ), the Kappa calculations, and significance of Kappa are shown in Table 1 . The lowest agreement was for Component 1; this can be seen in the difference between the thinking and doing categories in Figure 3 . The amount of agreement in the other Components are much higher. Overall, the average k is 0.61 which is deemed "substantial" agreement by the Landis-Koch benchmark [28] .
Modeler skill assessment
As part of the above mentioned CAD modeling course, a laboratory practical is administered near the end of the semester. As part of the laboratory practical students are given a drawing or physical component and asked to recreate the solid model geometry over the course of an hour. The practical requires students to use various modeling skills that have been introduced over the course of the semester; these include major feature creation methods (e.g., extrusion) as well as geometry replication methods (e.g., patterns). The practical is graded on a 20 point scale according to a scoring rubric that accounted for the major model geometry and other required features. In the case of this work, the laboratory practical also serves as an overall proxy for CAD modeling skill.
Results
The test components were used to compare subjective views of complexity with objective complexity metrics. The experimental components were used to examine the relationships among geometric complexity metrics, model attribute data, and modeling time usage. The results are as follows.
Complexity survey results
The survey data was taken from 169 students ranging from freshman level to senior level college students that had taken at least one CAD modeling course. These students ranged in experience from having taken between 1 and 4 courses with a significant CAx (e.g., computeraided design or manufacturing) component. The mean number of CAx related courses was 1.72 (with a standard deviation of 0.99). The first step in the analysis of the results was to compare the free responses of difficulty and ratings of CAD complexity. Figure 4 shows a Word Cloud of the free responses to the question regarding shapes that are difficult to model. As can be seen in Figure 4 , irregular, curved, and surfaces were the three aspects that stood out. Table 2 shows the mean complexity ratings and standard deviation from the survey data as well as geometric quantities and complexity metrics for both the test parts and representative experimental components. The component deemed the simplest, with an average complexity rating of 1.124 was the cube; the component deemed the most complex with an average complexity rating of 4.799 was the handle. As a test, the parts deemed simple, intermediate, and complex maintained the appropriate ordinal ranking of complexity with average ratings of 1.593, 2.917, and 3.675, respectively. The qualitative and quantitative responses were in agreement. The handle, complex part, and cover had more irregular surfaces and curved features; these were rated as more complex. The cube, plate, and simple part did not have these types of features and were generally rated with lower complexity. Next the subjective complexity metrics were compared to calculated objective complexity metrics for the test components. These correlation are shown in Table 3 . The upper number in each cell is the Pearson's correlation coefficient and the lower parenthetical number is the pvalue (this is also the case with all similar tables in this work). With the exception of the STL triangle metrics, all other geometric complexity metrics were statistically significantly (α = 0.05) correlated (henceforth denoted by significantly correlated) with the subjective mean complexity rating. The highest correlation was for the volume ratio metric. There were also significant correlations among the various complexity metrics. The number of surfaces was significantly correlated with the volume ratio. The cube and sphere ratio are perfectly correlated; this is as to be expected, given they are both based on the component surface area. 
Geometric complexity, model attributes, and modeling time usage results
To assess the relationships among geometric complexity metrics, model attribute data, and modeling time usage, a set of experimental components modeled by students were used. These experimental components had ranges for the various geometric complexity metrics that were generally wider than those of the test components; the one exception was that of the cube ratio which had an anomalous result in the test set due to the sphere component. These data are shown in Table 4 . Also shown are the descriptive statistics for the laboratory practical that evaluates modeler skill, model attribute data, and time usage data (both absolute and as a percentage of the total). Table 5 shows the correlations for the various complexity metrics among themselves for the experimental components as well as with the model attribute data. In the case of the experimental data, the surfaces metric was significantly correlated with the various STL metrics (unlike in the test component data). However, in this case, the number of surfaces was not significantly correlated with the volume ratio. The volume ratio was significantly positively correlated with the cube and sphere ratios. The volume ratio was also negatively correlated with the number of pattern features and both the cube and sphere ratios were positively correlated with the number of incorrect feature terminations. Table 6 shows the correlations between the various geometric complexity metrics and the time spent engaging in the various categories of modeling activity. To assess if there was a relationship between complexity and modeling behavior, these correlations compared the complexity metrics to the modeling time usage categories as well as overall modeling time. The premise was that component complexity would be correlated with either the direct modeling (doing and trial and error) or planning (searching and thinking) related time categories. There were no significant correlations between any of the complexity metrics and the direct modeling or planning categories. The surfaces and normalized STL metrics were all positively significantly correlated with regeneration time. This is an expected result; geometric complexity is related to the level of detail and thus processing requirements [32] . The correlations for the time usage percentages are shown in Table 7 . Again, the premise being that complexity would be correlated in some way to a larger percentage of planning or direct modeling time. However, these results were similar to those of the absolute data; the only significant correlations were those of the surfaces and the normalized STL metrics with the portion of regeneration time.
To control for modeler skill, the lab practical variable was "nullified" [19] using a first order partial correlation for the complexity metrics and the time usage data. The proposition here being that the skill level of the various modelers would be a significant contributing independent variable. By controlling for this variable, any relationships between the complexity metrics and the modeling procedure data might become more evident. These results are shown in Table 8 . Again, even when controlling for modeler skill, there were no significant correlations between the complexity metrics and the time usage categories. The one exception was regeneration time, which maintained a significant positive correlation with the surface and STL normalized metrics.
To assess the role of feature complexity, the objective complexity metrics were normalized by the number of features in each of the components. The premise here being that for a given level of complexity, if fewer features were used the quicker the modeling could be completed. This is in line with the work of Hamade et al., [23] who equate fewer features for a given model with modeler skill. These results are shown in Table 9 . For a model of given complexity, an increase in the number of features used is associated with greater modeling time; this is evidenced by the negative correlations for each of the complexity metrics normalized by the number of features. However, only the volume ratio normalized metric is significant. 
Total (s)
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Discussion
This work examined the relationships between subjective assessments of CAD model complexity and objective geometric complexity metrics as well as the relationships among complexity metrics, model attributes, and modeling time usage. Two sets of components were used to examine these relationships: the first was a test set of components that consisted of 10 stylized and actual industry produced components. The second set of 47 experimental components consisted of CAD models created by students of physical items with their modeling procedure recorded using screen capture software and subsequently analyzed to categorize time usage into particular categories.
To determine the ability of objective geometric complexity metrics to properly account for the perceived complexity of CAD components, a comparison was made between these metrics and a survey of student CAD users. There were statistically significant positive correlations between the subjective complexity metrics and the number of surfaces in a component, the volume ratio, the cube ratio, and the sphere ratio. The highest and most significant of these correlations was the volume ratio. The quantitative assessments of complexity were also consistent with the qualitative survey data collected in the survey; those components that had attributes associated with perceived modeling difficulty (irregular surfaces and curved features) were rated as more complex that those that did not. The combination of objective metrics and subjective metrics is analogous to the procedure used by Valentan et al., [37] . These objective complexity metrics have the ability to add to several aspects of CAD research and education. These complexity metrics allow for the evaluation of different components and the comparison of cases and experiments [6, 36] . For example, in the work of Company et al., [13] , quality assessments are proposed to improve CAD education and promote preferable modeling strategies; including the volume ratio complexity metric could allow for instructors to ensure that these rubrics are appropriate for that level of complexity. Similarly, the annotations required to help understand the design intent of CAD models as highlighted in Camba et al., [8] could be checked against a geometric complexity metric to ensure that a model has a reasonable amount of annotation for its complexity. This evaluation of objective complexity metrics for CAD modeling fills a gap in the existing literature. While this does not provide the missing "universal" CAD complexity metric [1] , these results do provide promising candidates that can be further studied and used in future work. The assessment of geometric complexity metrics with relation to other CAD model attributes (i.e., those related to CAD model complexity) and modeling effort also provide insights. The geometric complexity metrics for the experimental data set were correlated CAD model attributes and derived quantities. The only significant correlations were the volume ratio being negatively correlated with the number of incorrect feature terminations (an unexpected result) and the positive correlations between the cube and sphere ratios and the number of weak dimensions. More complex models did not lead to more features or more complex features as identified by more feature segments or segments per feature. The feature correlation could be explained by the variation of modeler skill; as seen in Table 4 , some participants were unable to create any significant geometry as part of their laboratory practical and scored a zero on the exercise. Hamade et al., [23] note that more skilled modelers use fewer features. This lack of correlation also underscores the variability with which the same geometric can be created and thus further underscores the possible divergence between geometric complexity and CAD model complexity.
While several researchers [17, 22, 23, 26] have examined the interaction of modeling time and certain aspects of CAD models, this is usually done for a component of the same geometry and does not take into account how the modeling time is spent. A notable exception is the work of Chester [10] which used screen capture techniques to examine CAD modeling procedures. In this work screen capture videos were analyzed and the modeling activities were categorized into 5 categories: doing, thinking, searching, trial and error, and regeneration. It would be expected that more complex models would take longer to model and/or that complexity would be positively correlated with particular time usage categories. As seen in Table 6 , the only time usage category significantly correlated with the complexity metrics was regeneration time; it was positively correlated with the surfaces and normalized STL metrics. This was an expected result; geometric complexity is related to processing requirements [32] . More complex components required more regeneration time. The same was true when assessing the portion of modeling time for each category: the same three complexity metrics were positively correlated with regeneration time. Given the relationship between modeling skill and modeling time [22, 23] , a first order partial correlation was used to control for modeling skill using the laboratory practical score. Again, only the regeneration time usage category was significantly positively correlated with the surfaces and normalized STL metrics. Finally, given the interaction between the number of features, the complexity of the component, and the modeling time, the complexity metrics were normalized by the number of features and correlated with time usage data. As noted in Hamade et al. [24] , fewer features can result in less modeling time. For a component of given complexity, if it has fewer features, it should be modeled more quickly. As seen in Table 9 , this was the case; the volume ratio was negatively correlated with the overall necessary modeling time. The volume ratio, cube ratio, and sphere ratio were all also significantly negatively correlated with trial and error time. Given the skill required to model a complex component with minimal features, the participants likely needed to try alternative modeling solutions prior to completing their component. This result along with the high correlation between the subjective complexity survey and the volume ratio make this a useful objective complexity metric that combines both geometric and CAD model attributes. When the geometric complexity metrics were normalized by the total number of feature segments, there were no significant correlations of note (with the exception of regeneration time).
These results should be viewed in light of the study's limitations. First and foremost, both the survey data and the modeling data were generated by a sample population comprised totally of students. While some of them were senior-level students surveyed just prior to graduation, they do not have the same modeling experience as practicing CAD using professionals. However, given the significant correlations between their assessments and the objective complexity metrics this might be of limited concern. Some of the lack of significant correlations between any of the complexity metrics likely stems from the limitation of the experimental data set. Students were asked to bring a component that they thought they could model in one hour; there was likely selection bias in the data set. There was a significant positive correlation between the participant lab practical score and the volume ratio complexity metric of the component they modeled (N = 47, r = 0.379, p = 0.009). There were also no alternative variables related to the assessment of different types of complex features (e.g. lofts or sweeps). While there was no reported use of such features, a method to tabulate them and their associated complexity could be useful. The data also only includes completed models; so students that might have been more ambitious (and less skilled) in their choice of component may not have finished and thus would not be included in the data set. The participants also did not receive any additional credit for modeling their component quickly. This may have reduced the pressure to model quickly, even for those students that could have done so. Future work will attempt to rectify some of these limitations. Possibly having students model components of varying complexity with corresponding time limits and incentives for quickness might provide a wider range of data for a given skill level. This work is also limited to the initial modeling of single components. As highlighted by several researchers [4, 13, 17, 29, 34] , one key concern with respect to complexity is the ability to alter a component. A similar methodology to that detailed here can be used to assess the effects of component complexity on alteration processes. This would be similar to the work by Diwakaran and Johnson [17] , but incorporate model complexity as an independent variable to be correlated with model perception and alteration time. Rarely do complex products consist of single components. Again, building on the methods defined here, future work will aim to derive analogous complexity metrics for assemblies and incorporate the effect of component and assembly complexity on assemblies.
Conclusions
No universally accepted metric of CAD model complexity exists [1] . However, there are numerous cases where a CAD complexity metric could be used for educational, practical, and research purposes. These include assessing student work, normalizing case data, and ensuring that the necessary information is presented to help others understand a given model. This work examined several objective quantitative geometric CAD complexity metrics. The first portion of this work used a test set of 10 CAD models of both stylized and actual industry components along with a survey of 169 participants to examine the relationship between perceived complexity and objective metrics. The second part of this work used a set of 47 experimental CAD models; complexity metrics for these components were compared with model attribute data and time usage data from the screen capture of the modeling procedure.
The qualitative portion of the survey indicated that components with irregular or curved features were difficult to model. This was also shown in the quantitative ratings of complexity; those components in the test data set with curved or irregular features were deemed more complex. There were statistically significant positive correlations between the subjective complexity ratings and the objective geometric complexity metrics. These included the number of surfaces, the volume ratio metric, the cube ratio metric, and the sphere ratio metric. The highest correlation with the greatest significance was the volume ratio.
The experimental data set was used to examine the relationships among complexity metrics, CAD model attributes, and modeling time usage. There were no expected significant correlations between the geometric complexity metrics and the CAD model attributes. When examining the relationships between the geometric complexity metrics and time usage (both absolute and proportional), the only significant correlations were between the surfaces and normalized STL metrics and required regeneration time. This was an expected result given the relationship between geometric complexity and required processing [32] . To account for the role of modeler skill a first order partial correlation was used to remove the effect of the lab practical score variable (a proxy for modeler skill); this did not produce any additional significant correlations between the geometric complexity metrics and the modeling time usage categories.
To account for the role of efficiency afforded by using fewer features, the complexity metrics were normalized by the number of features. When normalized by the number of features, the volume ratio was significantly negatively correlated with the overall modeling time. This is an expected result given the role that fewer features plays in modeling efficiency [24] . The feature normalized volume ratio, sphere ratio, and cube ratio metrics were also significantly negatively correlated with trial and error time. The modeling of complex features using few features likely required some trial and error.
Overall, this work has presented an assessment of objective geometric complexity metrics. The volume ratio was found to be significantly correlated with subjective assessments of model complexity. The volume ratio when normalized by the number of features was also found to be significantly negatively correlated with modeling time. This metric could be used as a tool for various research and educational purposes to normalize the CAD models under consideration.
